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Abstract—We treat a setting in which two priority wireless
service classes are offered in a given area by a drone small
cell (DSC). Specifically, we consider broadband (BB) user with
high priority and reliability requirements that coexists with
random access machine-type-communications (MTC) devices.
The drone serves both connectivity types with a combination
of orthogonal slicing of the wireless resources and dynamic
horizontal opportunistic positioning (D-HOP). We treat the DHOP as a computational geometry function over stochastic
BB user locations which requires careful adjustment in the
deployment parameters to ensure MTC service at all times.
Using an information theoretic approach, we optimize DSC
deployment properties and radio resource allocation for the
purpose of maximizing the average rate of BB users. While
respecting the strict dual service requirements we analyze how
system performance is affected by stochastic user positioning and
density, topology, and reliability constraints combinations. The
numerical results show that this approach outperforms static
DSCs that fit the same coverage constraints, with outstanding
performance in the urban setting.
Index Terms—Unmanned Aerial Vehicles, Dynamic Drone
Small Cell, 5G, eMBB, mMTC, Slicing

I. I NTRODUCTION
Due to their adeptness, drones or unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs), have a growing importance in the world of communications as potential aid and substitution to classic cellular
infrastructure [1], [2]. Aside extraordinary and unconventional
applications, low or high altitude platforms (LAPs or HAPs)
and drones as small cells (DSCs) are proven to provide good
coverage through avoiding strong signal shadowing due to
their high altitude to ground based user equipment [3]–[7].
Hence, DSC proliferation in the next generation of wireless
service has the leverage to lower capital and operating expenditures (CAPEX & OPEX) in developed countries by up
to 52% and 42% respectively, through only diminishing site
management costs and complexity [1]. The coming generation
of 3GPP and IEEE 802.11 communications calls for the
coexistence of diverse and heterogeneous services within the
same area that are served through the same interface in
a concept known as radio access network (RAN) slicing.
5G defines three canonical service types with drastically
different requirements, massive machine-type-communications
(mMTC), enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB), and ultra
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Fig. 1: Illustration of the drone provided MTC and BB links.

reliable low latency communications (URLLC) [9] [10], and
for the upcoming IEEE 802.11be protocol, ultra high speed
service links and reliable and low-latency communications
[11]. In this setting, drones can modify their spatial position
in favor of improving channel conditions for priority users
when serving two separate service categories. As illustrated
in Fig. 1 a dynamic standalone drone small cell (DSDSC) [3]
exploits a dynamic horizontal opportunistic positioning (DHOP) technique in strict priority for BB users, while successfully maintaining a lower tier reliability service MTC over
the whole cellular area. In this setting, the drone’s horizontal
location can be treated as stochastic because the DSC relocates
in favor of the BB users with stochastic positions and can
assume extreme positions as the one illustrated.
A. Relation to State of The Art
The problem of adequate DSC positioning is recognized
as cardinal in understanding deployment feasibility where
the relative proportions of the DSC hold a key role in the
performance of the system [1]–[8]. Additionally, exploiting
the dynamic nature of DSCs to favor user locations is bound
to improve system performance as per the works of [3],
[12]. The work in [13] extends the optimal drone positioning
problem to serving multiple Quality of Service (QoS) categories. Regarding the provisioned traffic categories of 5G,
the work of [14] investigates the possibility of establishing
the challenging traffic type of URLLC, to and from drones
in different propagation environments. However, a common
proposal towards slicing multiple services with DSCs is by

employing tiered networks where drones are part of a complex
architecture [15]. In accord, the work of [16] considers the
UAV as modular equipment for more granular assistance to
the needs of users with heterogeneous coverage demands. In
a similar fashion, the works of [17], [18] are concerned with
keeping the slicing functionality of the cellular network with
mixed special purpose UAVs. Finally, the emerging work of
[19] is concerned with maximizing the data rate for eMBB
users while optimizing UAVs’ total transmit power for drone
provided slices.
This work is concerned with providing reliable wireless
coverage for areas that demand slicing of two traffic groups,
that is enhanced by performing preferential movements to the
prioritized group. This is a novel setting that has received a
lack of attention especially for a drone that is alone in serving
both broadband and random access traffic. Once deployed, the
DSDSC provided interface is sliced between both MTC devices and BB users. Since appropriate deployment parameters
assure optimal operation, our goal is maximizing the average
rate for priority BB users, by jointly optimizing the slicing
allocation per priority class and the DSC interdependent
deployment properties of: DSC height, cell size, and antenna
beamwidth.
Mainly motivated by the information theoretic study of the
case of slicing eMBB and mMTC in [9], this work conducts
Monte Carlo simulations to express the complex probability
mixture into the potential gains of such an implementation.
The proposed model is the first one that to our knowledge considers stochastic horizontal DSDSC positions and is described
in detail in Section II. Followed by a detailed elaboration in
maintaining dual coverage in the case of stochastic mobility
and problem description in Section III. The simulation analysis
and the adequate discussions are contained in Section IV. The
final conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
To evaluate how DSC deployment impacts user service quality we assume an over-provisioned and stable back-haul. The
cell is defined by a fixed circular area with radius Dmax , that
contains K BB priority devices, where each i ∈ {1, 2, .., K}
is distributed by a Poisson Point Process (PPP) with intensity
Λ = Aλ users/km2 . This makes K a Poisson distributed
random variable (RV) with density Λ that has a squared
2
relationship with Dmax as A = πDmax
; and results in uniform
BB user location distribution [20]. As shown with red in Fig
2, the drone position is defined by height H with horizontal
coordinates (xd , yd ), that can be off-center due to the operation
of the D-HOP technique. The flying height of the drone H is
predefined during deployment and remains unchanged during
D-HOP service since height modifications are incompatible
with directional antenna use [1]–[3].
Since our goal is to improve the BB service by best
adjusting the wireless resources and drone deployment, we
approach D-HOP from the perspective of solving a computational geometry problem over the random BB user locations.
In this setting, the DSC has full knowledge of each priority
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Fig. 2: Vertical mapping of the propagation environment for
reference drone position (green), and a snippet of DSDSC
implementation with antenna tilting (red) [3].

device’s ground location and activating D-HOP gives the DSC
the ability to locate itself in the very center of the smallest
bounding circle (SBC) that contains all the active BB users.
The SBC is the most fairness oriented D-HOP approach [3]
as it manages to achieve the shortest maximum horizontal
distance from the drone to any node DSBC . This renders BB
user clusters to have no impact over the drone location. Since
the number of BB users and their locations are stochastic,
DSBC is a RV as well.
In the rest of the paper, we express all horizontal distances
between the drone and any point with horizontal
coordinates
√
(x−x )2 +(y−y )2

d
d
,
(x, y) as normalized by the cell radius κ =
Dmax
where 0 ≤ κ ≤ 2. In the same way instead of DSBC we take its
SBC
normalized version κSBC = D
Dmax when calculating BB service
reliability.

A. Propagation Model
With green in Fig. 2 we illustrate the central position of
the DSDSC that serves as a good reference through defining
the reference elevation angle at the cell edge θ. Shown with
red in Fig. 2 we illustrate how a DSDSC may improve the
propagation environment by avoiding large scale shadowing
imposed by buildings that obstruct users’ line of sight. To
account for the positive impact of drone movements, we
consider channel propagation impacted by large scale fading
in which a user can belong to one of two propagation groups,
users with line of sight (LoS) and no LoS (NLoS). In this way,
the propagation losses come as a consequence of the free space
path loss (FSPL) and excessive path loss [4], [5]. To investigate
the channel degradation for some user we need to know that
user’s elevation angle θ ≤ θuser ≤ π2 and formulate the path

2 2

loss as:
10 log(L) = −Gt (θ) + 20 log(θDmax )
f 4π
) + Aτ (θuser ), (1)
− 20 log(sin(θuser )) + 20 log(
c
where: log is a shortened version of the common logarithm
log10 , Gt (θ) is the gain of the drone’s antenna, the terms
20 log(θDmax ) − 20 log(sin(θuser )) give the total direct air-toground distance between the drone and the user, the f 4π
c term
is the FSPL term dependent on the operating frequency f ,
and finally, Aτ is a RV giving the excessive path loss value
of large scale fading.
1) Large Scale Fading: defined by Aτ is different for users
belonging to either LoS and NLoS propagation group and we
represent as:
Aτ (θuser ) = τ Aτ =1 (θuser ) + (1 − τ )Aτ =0 (θuser ),

1
.
1 + a exp(−b(θuser 180
π − a))

(3)

The Aτ members are also probabilistic values that are
Gaussian-Distributed with mean µτ and variance dependent
on the elevation angle of the user, and topology constants dτ
and cτ for each propagation group τ as in [5]:
Aτ (θuser ) ∼ N(µτ , στ (θuser )),

(4)

where the variance is given as:
180
).
(5)
π
2) The antenna Gain: Gt (θ) for the directional antenna
mounted on the drone is taken as uniform gain over the whole
aperture. The gain depends on the reference angle θ, but is
scaled by its effectiveness 0 < Er < 1 in matching an ideal
antenna covering the same region, as given in [3]:
στ (θuser ) = dτ exp(−cτ θuser

2
).
Gt (θ) = Er 10 log (
1 − sin (θ)

2

(2)

where τ = {0, 1} is an indicator that can have value 1
with probability P(LoS) = P(τ = 1) or 0 with probability
P(NLoS) = 1 − P(τ = 1) = P(τ = 0). The P(LoS) value
is dependent on the elevation angle of the user θuser given in
radians, and topography dependent constants a and b [5]:
P(LoS) =

2

where: C = f 4 πc2Dmax .
The path loss Equivalent metric is essential in establishing
the coverage constraints and performance comparisons to
classic DSC implementations that calculate the minimum path
loss equivalent (MPLE). In detail, solving the MPLE problem
gives the optimal θ for some fixed and specific normalized
distance of κ; done as minθ Le . This approach ties all three
deployment parameters H, Dmax , and antenna beamwidth to
be directly represented by the reference elevation angle θ and
the radius of the cell Dmax , where the latter has no impact
on the MPLE [3]–[5]. In contrast to this, Dmax does have an
impact in choosing the optimal deployment parameters for the
case of combined D-HOP and slicing which is addressed at
the end of this Section.

(6)

The drone tilts the antenna to cover the whole cellular area
while moving, for which, the distortions of the circular shape
to an oval one do not influence the analysis.
3) Path Loss Equivalent: Le (θ, κ) is a reformulation of Eq.
(1) that represents the path loss experienced per meter of the
cell’s radius. In order to adapt this further to the case with
stochastic users, we isolate the user positioning gain term and
label it as GU (θuser ) = Aτ (θuser ) − 20 log(sin (θuser )), where
θuser = arctan( tan(θ)
κ ). This leads to the final reformulation to
get the path loss equivalence term:
Le (θ, κ) = 10 log(L) − 10 log(C)
= −Gt (θ) + 20 log(tan(θ)) + GU (θ, κ), (7)

B. Service Model
We analyze the service requirements by considering that
the rate provided to each user is given in bits per symbol.
The number of users and scalability for each service can be
addressed by bandwidth and power allocation methods that
increase the number of symbols used for transmission on the
channel, and are not relevant to the analysis. Therefore, the
single interface is shared by a BB user and MTC user [9] in
an orthogonal multiple access (OMA) manner. Let ωB where
0 ≤ ωB ≤ 1 be the fraction of orthogonal time sharing for
the BB user. Then the fraction left for the MTC user is ωm =
1 − ωB . Due to orthogonality, there is no interference between
the services, such that the achievable rate Rx for service BB
and MTC where x ∈ {B, m} respectively, is:
Rx = ωx log2 (1 +

Pt
),
N C10Le,x /10

(8)

where Pt is the transmit power, N is the noise power, and both
C and Le,x represent signal attenuation as given in Eq. (7).
1) Service Reliability: for service x can be calculated from
probability of the rate of our system to be smaller than a
required rate Rxreq . To find the 1 − ǫx reliability [9], [14],
we first look at P (Rx > Rxreq ). Using intermediary value for
targeted user positioning gain Gx as:
req
Rx

Gx = −10 log((2 ωx −1)

NC
)+Gt (θ)−20 log(tan(θ)), (9)
Pt

we seek if it satisfies GU (θ, κ) < Gx for the distribution of
Aτ (θuser ) with system performance of Rx > Rxreq . We then
calculate the Cumulative Density Function as:
P(GU (θ, κ) < Gx ) =
= P(τ = 0)P(Aτ =0 < u) + P(τ = 1)P(Aτ =1 < u),

(10)
(11)

1

we only consider the cases where K > 0. An example of the
κSBC distribution in seven different cell sizes for λ = 2 is
shown on Fig 3, from which we can conclude that increasing
the cell radius affects the SBC algorithm to have less certainty
in providing low κ distances.
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Fig. 3: Cumulative Probability Distribution Function of κSBC
for λ = 2 users/km2 in seven different cell sizes given in
meters [m].
where u = Gx + 20 log(sin (arctan( tan(θ)
κ ))). The sum then
unwraps into:
P(τ = 0)

Z

+P(τ = 1)

Z

u

−∞
u

−∞

p

−
1
e
2
2πσ0

−
1
p
e
2
2πσ1

(x−µ0 )2
2
2σ0
(x−µ1 )2
2
2σ1

Pmax
)
L
N C10 e,B (θ,κSBC )/10

≥ RBreq ) ≥ 1 − ǫB , (14)

where the power to noise ratio can be calculated from (13)
and gives the constraint simplified as:
P(Le,B ≤ Le-LAP ) ≥ 1 − ǫB .

dx =
(12)
κ

κ

(15)

The complexity of calculating this constraint comes from the
mixture distribution GU (θ, κSBC ) in Le,B (θ, κSBC ) that is given
when passing κSBC trough Eq. (10); an operation that must be
done numerically.

π

u − µ1
P(τ = 1)
(1 + erf(
+
√ ),
2
d1 exp(−c1 arctan( tan(θ) 180 )) 2
π

where erf is the error function and the probability P(τ = 1) =
P(LoS) is taken as defined in Eq. (3). An explicit expression
for P(GU (θ, κ) < Gx ) = 1 − ǫx in terms of Gx is not possible
and requires numerical solutions especially when calculating
probability mixtures with κ as a RV.
2) Reference SNR of Static LAP: is needed to define a
baseline testing scenario by mitigating the dependence on
Dmax . For this, we go back to the reference scenario where
the drone is static in the center of the cell and solve MPLE
for the cell edge κ = 1, which is trivial and identical to
the classic LAP [4] case. The result is a pathloss equivalent
named Le-LAP defined by placement at an optimal LAP cell
edge elevation angle θLAP . Since BB service is demanding
P (RB ≥ RBreq ) = 1 − ǫB , we must be able to satisfy the path
loss equivalent Le-LAP when we transmit with Pmax given by
signal-to-noise ratio:
req
R
B
ωB

Pmax
− 1)10Le-LAP /10 C.
(13)
= (2
N
This stands as the most basic application of a DSC [4], and
it is expected that D-HOP enabled systems should outperform
it when using the same power system driven by the identical
SNR requirements of PNmax . Finally, this action allows us to
isolate the issue of the size of the cell with radius Dmax as
follows in Section III.
ANALYSIS AND

P(ωB log2 (1 +

dx

1 − P(τ = 1)
u − µ0
(1 + erf(
√ )
2
d0 exp(−c0 arctan( tan(θ) 180 )) 2

III. P ROBLEM

In an active D-HOP implementation, the worst case distance
for two or more BB users is given by κSBC which is crucial
in defining BB coverage. The rate at the edge of the SBC is
given by RSBC (θ, κSBC ), to which we define the BB coverage
constraint as:

C OVERAGE C ONSTRAINTS

To avoid misleading the reader that the drone offers perfect
service for the priority users when no service is needed at all,

B. MTC Coverage
The second tier MTC service should be offered to the whole
cell, at all times, no matter where the drone is positioned. This
is done since MTC access times are random and it is unrealistic
to expect that we know the devices’ positions with regards
to the drone’s position. We therefore account for the worst
case MTC horizontal distance of κ = 2 when the drone is
positioned at the edge of the cell. For a defined reference angle
θ, to guarantee the MTC service we first need to calculate the
rate as in Eq. (8). Since we set a power limit as in the reference
LAP case we reach:
Pmax
req
) ≥ Rm
) ≥ 1 − ǫm .
N C10Le,m (θ,κ=2)/10
(16)
Substituting the maximum power requirement for the reference
LAP case from Eq. (13) we get the CDF for MTC coverage:

P((1 − ωB ) log2 (1 +

req
Rm

(2 1−ωB − 1)10Le (θ,κ=2)/10 C ≤ (2

req
R
B
ωB

− 1)10Le-LAP /10 C, (17)

which we can input in the final coverage constraint of:
req
Rm

P(Le-LAP − 10 log(

(2 1−ωB − 1)
(2

req
R
B
ωB

− 1)

) ≥ Le (θ, κ = 2)) ≥ 1 − ǫm .

(18)
It should be noted that in this way, we are massively
overprovisioning the MTC link when compared to the classic
LAP case. This applies as we support MTC in the absolute
worst case scenario of κ which is necessary for guaranteeing
random access.

If in the case of Eq. (17) we calculate the MPLE value of
Le (θ, κ = 2) we get some minimal value that can help us place
a constraint for achieving maximum ωB . In other words, if we
choose maximum possible value for ωB , there is only one θ
at which the drone can operate and maintain MTC service for
the whole cell. Therefore, using non-maximal ωB should result
in bigger range of possible θ values, at which MTC service is
maintained. Finding the optimal θ, can be done numerically
through finding MPLE, and reach to a value of minimal path
loss for κ = 2 named, Le-RSR (θRSR , κ = 2). And in order for
MTC coverage to be satisfied, the following equation must
hold:
req
Rm
Le-LAP −Le-RSR
(2 1−ωB − 1)
10
.
(19)
10
≥
req
R
B
ωB
− 1)
(2

This ratio is an upper bound constraint for the value ωB , with
which we can test if the scenario is within the theoretical limits
of our system.
D. Problem Description

In a specific snapshot of the cell, the active BB user i ∈
1, 2, 3 . . . K, has a normalized horizontal distance κD
i to the
D-HOP activated drone, and a normalized horizontal distance
of κSi to the scenario with a static LAP at the center of the
cell. When served by the D-HOP enabled drone, this BB user
will experience a rate of:
req
R
B
ωB

D

− 1)10Le-LAP /10−Le (θ,κi )/10 ),
(20)
while in the reference LAP system located in the very center
of the cell, the same BB user i will experience a rate of:
RiD (θ, ωB ) = ωB log2 (1 + (2

req
R
B
ωB

S

− 1)10Le-LAP /10−Le (θLAP ,κi )/10 ).
(21)
Since our goal is to maximize the average rate for all active
BB users in the cell we introduce the problem as:
RiS (ωB ) = ωB log2 (1 + (2

E[RiD (θ, ωB )]
{θ,ωB }
E[RiS (ωB )]
π
s.t. 0 < θ <
2
0 < ωB

(24)

(15), (18), (19)

(25)

maximize

(22)
(23)

The objective function (22) is normalized by (21) because an
analysis in the non-normalized case would not give productive
results as the transmission power given by (13) scales with
the reference deployment. Furthermore, the real altitude H
will directly depend on the deployment radius and not only
θ. This would then impact Dmax , and in order to cover bigger
areas, a multi drone provided coverage may be necessary such
as in [7], [8]. Therefore, we are only interested in finding
an optimal reference elevation angle θ and ωB combination
while we try to maximize the average rate improvements to the

TABLE I: The excessive path loss parameters for: Suburban
(1), Urban (2), and High Urban (3) environments [5].
1
2
3

2

a
4.88
9.61
12.08

b
0.43
0.16
0.11
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Fig. 4: ARI gain results for Er = 0.6.

active BB users. Since the involved functions are monotonic
within the given constraints, to efficiently find the maximum
we applied a binary-search algorithm to the Monte Carlo
simulated estimates of κSBC used to realize the GU mixture.
IV. S IMULATION

AND

R ESULTS

We take a snapshot approach where at each snip the drone
is at the SBC center of the BB users while maintaining the
full MTC coverage as per the defined constraints. Each snip
has no correlation to a previous one and no mobility of the
users or trajectories are concerned. The service requirements
for both priority groups are tested as per the eMBB and
mMTC slicing requirements taken from [9]. The mMTC
req
devices require a rate of Rm
= 0.3 with low reliability of
ǫm = 1 − 0.9, and the rate for serving an eMBB user as
req
RB
= 1. In addition to medium ǫB = 1 − 0.999 (as in
[9]), we test under high ǫB = 1 − 0.9999 and ultra ǫB =
1−0.99999 eMBB reliability requirements. We investigate this
by testing the previously shown seven different cell sizes of
Dmax = [10m, 50m, 100m, 200m, 500m, 1000m, 2000m] in an
area with fixed user density of λ = 2 users/km2 . Additionally,
we test three different deployment environments for a 2 GHz
carrier, that affects Aτ as shown in Table I. The topological
constants required for calculating Eq. (10) are taken from
the Suburban, Urban and High Urban parameters of [5] from
where High Urban is renamed from Dense Urban in [5] to
avoid confusions regarding user density.
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Fig. 5: Optimal Slicing Ratio ωB evolution for Er = 0.6

Fig. 6: Reference elevation angle θ evolution for Er = 0.6

In Fig. 4 we notice that the deployment feasibility, measured
by the average rate increase (ARI), depends strongly on the
local topology, where, Suburban and High Urban environments
show that there is a strong decrease in D-HOP ARI in userdense environments with an exception to this rule for the
Urban deployments. In the case of High eMBB reliability for
Urban deployments, the implementation achieves astonishing
performance for all types of user densities, amounting to
average rate improvements of 50-90%. This performance is
credited to the nature of the fading distribution, and the
reliability combination for both eMBB and mMTC users occur
very close to a point where the P(LoS) equation (3) shows a
strong impact in the distribution of Eq. (10). Moreover, the
DSDSC allows itself to serve mostly LoS links due to its
mobility, while the static LAP has to meet the high reliability
requirement of mostly, NLoS traffic. The average gains are
subject to the much stricter reliability requirements of Eq. (15),
which results in optimal θ and ωB combination limited by the
distribution of the smallest SBC radius. Since κSBC is directly
dependent on the Dmax we see that ARI drops off steadily
with the increase in cell size. Due to the fact that we measure
performance as relative gain over a LAP equivalent setup and
maintain cell proportions with θ, the absolute dimensions of
the cell do not have a direct impact on the measured rate
but only impacts the user density distribution. Finally, by
testing the four different Er = [0.1, 0.3, 0.6, 0.9] we only
confirmed that better antenna compatibility results in overall
higher optimal θ, which in turn diminishes the advantages of
D-HOP implementations and results in lower ARI [3]. When
necessary to avoid clutter, we only show the performance for
Er = 0.6.
In our optimization problem the value ωB fulfills two
very important roles as it controls the rate and impacts the
availability of θ for the optimization algorithm. The slicing
ratios given in Fig. 5 show strong correlation between low

slicing ratio for eMBB users and high ARI performance. This
is due to the relaxation of the mMTC coverage constraint
for dynamic system coverage given in Eq. (18). By relaxing
this value, the SBC distribution allows for achieving lower
operating optimal θ as shown in Fig. 6 which places it closer
to the eMBB user and results in higher ARI.
We go back to analyze the most interesting case, the urban
DSDSC implementation for high eMBB reliability as it shows
strong performance advantages. The reason for this high outlier in the performance of this system can be deduced from Fig.
7. Here we can notice that the optimal θ for the system does
not dramatically vary with neither user density nor antenna
efficiency. Comparing the optimal slicing ratios, we notice
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Fig. 7: Full Er analysis for ǫB = 1 − 0.9999 in Urban
deployment

that because of the point of where we are in the distribution,
the system benefits very little from lowering the slicing ratio
when compared to the other deployment cases. Hence, the
optimal ωB in this case is preferred to be lower for higher
Er values, which is inverted from the other deployments. This
means that the operating θ where the topology allows for the
maximum slicing ratio constraint is very close to the optimal
θ for the static system. In these cases, the slicing ratio is used
to compensate for the differences in the use of more efficient
antennas, and use the same optimal θ. Such systems find
themselves in a just right or Goldilocks deployments scenario
for the support of both schemes. Which in our case occurs in
the urban scenario for slicing support of highly reliable eMBB
traffic and low mMTC reliability support.
V. C ONCLUSION
This particular implementation of DSDSCs in slicing of
MTC and BB traffic was tested in strict priority for BB
users with coverage requirements for both services. Through
Monte Carlo analysis we deduced that the use of this system
outperforms its static counterpart in many different deployment scenarios, with expected superiority in implementations
with low antenna efficiency and sparse BB user activation
distributions. However, the implementation showed strong
performance in the slicing DSDSC deployment in Urban
environments for high reliability requirements for the BB
traffic users. Opposed to the other deployment scenarios, this
shows significant superiority with regards to static LAP small
cells with average rate improvements of 50-90% for the case of
antenna with an efficiency coefficient of Er = 0.6 . This analysis strongly highlights the importance of beforehand knowing
the propagation properties of the environment as central in
discovering the feasibility of DSDSC slicing deployments.
We finally conclude that as per the given results, standalone
deployment of a service slicing DSC can strongly benefit from
dynamic and preferential horizontal movements. Finally, this
research is limited in that it does not account for the times for
which a drone would need to reach the new position, a topic
reserved for a future iteration of the work.
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